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From the President
John Kennett
Bumper Crop
Bruno, our New Members Secretary, has been busy.
In what must be a 90 year record, 12 Prospectives
graduated to Full Member status at the December
Committee meeting. There could have been more;
one person didn’t correctly identify all their Q walks,
and two more applications were submitted a day
too late.
The bumper crop was thanks to very high
attendances at overnight Q walks in the month
beforehand. Angela Barton topped the charts with
11 Prospectives, while Rod Wales and Robert Carter
had exceptional numbers as well. There was not
a single incident report for all the Prospectives on
these trips. All passed with flying colours. A very
welcome experience.
Canyon Sub-Committee
The Committee comprised of Terry, Tom and Rod
met in early December. They are so well organised
they actually took minutes. Terry tells me it is
about all things canyoning: scheduling, equipment,
training for leaders and for participants, and a leader
pathway. The most important thing is SAFETY. This
is a terrific development for the club which already
has high standards for canyoning.
Incident Reporting for 2017
A typical year for sprains, blisters, pokes in the eye
but no serious stuff at all this year. Only one visit
to hospital, and a quick one at that; an “OK” and
straight home. We have been lucky. There are also
signs that leaders have been managing risks and
first aid situations very well.
One minor incident report caught my eye. A new
member on their first walk early in the year struggled
so badly that they were escorted back to the start
after only 3km. The same person graduated only six
months later. They obviously improved heaps, learnt
heaps and showed some real determination. It’s
great to see this. We have quite a few cases where
people have been transformed by the challenges of
bushwalking and are entitled to a quiet but deep
sense of achievement.
Ian Wolfe Versus Sydney Bush Walkers
SBW received a summons issued by Somerville
Legal of North Sydney on behalf of ex-President
Ian Wolfe to appear in the Supreme Court on 12
December.
At the hearing, the judge issued various orders
for evidence etc and for a mid-March hearing in
the Supreme Court. Amongst the orders was a
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requirement for Mr Wolfe to clarify the scope of the
dispute.
So, this long running, tiresome and sorry saga
that began with a disagreement over a club history
continues. Numerous people have tried numerous
approaches but nothing has worked. Some people
say it has been going on for four years, others say
six. The subject has consumed masses of Committee
time for five successive Committees and even
occupied a full hour at the 2016 AGM. Fortunately
somehow or other the club has flourished in the
shadow of this huge distraction. We have record
levels of membership and a great walks program.
We are not going under; SBW is getting stronger.
The club owes special thanks to Robert Carter who
through lengthy and painstaking discussions with
the agent and the insurer, finally convinced them to
grant the club defence costs in the event of a legal
battle. We are covered to defend the club, but not for
initiating action. This limits our costs to an excess of
$5000. But even more important, it gave us access
to excellent lawyers. We would have been in big, big
trouble if we had to fund this case with no insurance
cover, without experienced representation (perhaps
with none at all), and with a huge personal cost in
stress and time for a few Committee members.
I hope we can get a little group of people together
to help us with all the legal work. The President and
the Secretary can’t handle all the work on their own
and run the club at the same time. Unfortunately,
it is not simply a case of handing it to the lawyers
and wiping our hands. A lot of input from the club
is required.
As far as I can tell, this is the first time the club has
been in court. Another 90 year old record has been
broken (see Bumper Crop above), but not a record
we wanted.
Social Secretary
Here I go again. One last call for a Social Secretary
before the 2018 social program is cancelled. Maybe
people don’t understand that it is not a huge job.
It is an off-Committee position - no need to attend
meetings. There are ten talks and two parties each
year. They are always held at KNC. The rooms are
booked by someone else (me at the moment).
People frequently offer to give talks. When they
don’t, just look up the Newsletter for interesting
walk reports - especially walks of one week or more
duration - and call the leader. The Communications
Secretary does the promotion. You need to buy and
layout snacks and drinks for the night. There is an
established procedure for reimbursement. You get
to meet and mix with the most social people in the
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club!
Website
Linda Groom gave Alexa and myself a tour of the
brand new Canberra Bushwalking Club website
in early November. Linda has generously offered
free of charge the right to clone the CBC site and
re-configure it to meet our requirements. We are
convinced this is an excellent model to piggyback
on. A modern design, suited to mobiles, with slots
for a SBW payment gateway. Plus, a very interesting
almost revolutionary way of managing the walks
program through the website.
Alexa, I and the members secretaries Bruno and
Thuy are currently working through a specification
for the membership requirements. These are

the backbone of the site. The plan is to submit
the requirements to the developers soon for a
quote. The walks program side can wait until the
membership component is proven to work. A wider
group of people will be needed to consult on how to
configure the walks component for SBW purposes.
Bits and Pieces
A fantastic Advance Notices program for 2018! I
wonder if I can go on the Okinawa trip?
Did you see the spectacular video produced by
drones (with permission from National Parks) used
on Caro’s trip to the 4 Heads of the walkers from
above and beyond the cliff walls?
See you on the track,

Photo by Tom Brennan (Ozultimate.com). Colo River walk led by Rachel Grindlay.

New Members
Congratulations to the following new members approved at the December committee meeting:
Sarah Binks
Warwick Chate
Ronald Daubaras
Joan Ho
Yoon Jung-Kang
Hikaru Kuroki
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Michael Mate
Thomas McDonald
Antony Milch
Rachael Nolan
Robert Rawson
Whilhelmina Von Bullen
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Who’s Walking Where
In September and October, Rachel Grindlay and Tom
Brennan spent three weeks walking and canyoning
in Utah and Arizona. They visited the area around
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Zion, Escalante, San Rafaefl Swell, Arches NP,
Robbers Root, Cedar Mesa and Grand Canyon. Here
is a selection of their photos.
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This Is Why We Walk
Kenn Clacher provided some stunning photos taken on his walk in Nepal. See the walk report section and
enjoy two more photos here. Annapurna I and Machhapuchhre

4
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A Colo River Walk

11-12 Nov: Rachel Grindlay. Photos by Tom Brennan.
The weekend didn’t get off to the best start when
at 7:45am only 5 of the 8 walkers were at North
Richmond – and that was for a 7:30am meeting
for a 7:45am sharp departure. Fortunately I was
feeling relatively relaxed about our schedule so we
waited until 8am when the last of the group arrived.
Quickly piling into 2 cars instead of 5 we were soon
at Mountain Lagoon and on the track.
If anyone hadn’t heard Darryl
say he wasn’t well it was soon
obvious as he tried to avoid
coughing up his lungs every
few steps. We had morning tea
just shy of the really excellent
lookout on Mailes Ridge
overlooking the Colo River.
Despite
Darryl’s
optimism
at walking off his flu, postmorning tea with increasing
difficulty in breathing, it
seemed unlikely. After a
group discussion Tom, Inga &
Darryl turned around and the
remaining 5 of us continued
on.
The Colo Meroo track meanders around a fair bit
and is not that easy to follow but eventually we got
to the end of the ridge and down the steep descent.
We enjoyed lunch on the grass at Colo Meroo and
mused as to why there was a need to have men’s
and women’s pit toilets (why not just 2 unisex
ones?). After lunch it was time to hit the river.
The section between Colo Meroo and Townsend
Bend was shallow with many sand banks and we
made good progress. The water was very warm.
Clive relished his first experience of walking with a
pack in a river by seeking out the deeper sections
of water, and was somewhat disappointed that the
“Colo quicksand” didn’t make an appearance. There
was still no sign of Tom when we stopped for a swim
mid-afternoon. We made camp on a large sand bank
on the bend, enjoying the opportunity to spread out
so there was no chance of any snorers keeping the
rest of the party awake!
Tom appeared about 5pm having made sure Darryl
and Inga had got back to the easy to follow section
of track. He mentioned we might be back up to
8 for the evening as he had met 2 other walkers,
Olga and Natalia, on his way down to Colo Meroo.
They were planning the same route as us and they
were both SBW members. As it turned out we
didn’t end up seeing them until the next morning
so I couldn’t claim a full complement that night. We
had a convivial happy hour, and a pleasant evening.
We were lulled (!?) to sleep by the raucous calls of
the koalas in the surrounding bush. Sadly we didn’t
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see any, but there were a lot of vocals. The next
morning was also noisy - a vibrant dawn chorus
with a cacophony of birds revelling in the beautiful
day breaking.

Tom was the only one who had walked this section
of the Colo before and he assured us the water
level was fairly low. This made the walking up to
Tootie Creek much easier as passing the rapids was
relatively straight forward. There were still plenty
of sections where we were wading waist deep, or
swimming for those who couldn’t be bothered trying
to find routes around even deeper sections. Emilie’s
faith in her balance was impressive as she managed
to keep her rather expensive camera dry by simply
holding it above the water, or balanced on her head
as she swam neck deep, not a dry bag in sight! I’m
pleased to report the camera survived.

We caught up with Olga and Natalia at Tootie Creek.
They were keen to combine with us to find the T3
track and our exit. We didn’t start on the official
track but it was definitely a route that had been
used, and when we finally hit a cairn it was above
a dirty erosion gully that I wouldn’t have wanted to
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walk up. At the first saddle on the ridge we found
the main track, along with regular blue splotches on
the trees. We took an early lunch at the spectacular
look out above the Colo. Olga & Natalia decided to
push on now confident of the following the rest of
the route out.
Post lunch we had a straight-forward walk up the
rest of the T3 track then an easy 5km fire trail
bash back to the cars. The pressing problem was
what to do about transport. Darryl and Inga had

left yesterday which meant we had 6 of us and one
car at the car park. We had come up with various
options to get us all back to North Richmond which
would have worked but we were pretty happy when
rounding a corner on the fire trail we saw Olga and
Natalia again. We got back to the car park at pretty
much the same time and they were very happy to
provide a lift so that solved the transport problem!
Five of us finished off the day at Pie in the Sky with
apple pie and ice cream. An excellent weekend with
great company.

Social Program
Wed 13 Dec (start 6.30pm)- SBW Annual Christmas Party. Do not miss this great opportunity to
eat and catch up with fellow members. The club supplies all drinks, alcoholic and non-alcoholic. BYO
cuttlery, drink container and plates. All required of you is to bring yourself and a plate of food to share.
This great event is held at the back of the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre unless it pours with rain.
Wed 10 January (from 6:00pm) - SBW Annual Picnic. Beach Picnic at Balmoral Beach. The annual
SBW feature event. Come to the southern end of Balmoral Beach and join with old and new members
for a very enjoyable evening. Come early for a swim or from 6 pm. Bring along a picnic meal or buy fish
and chips at the nearby shops. No need to phone, just come. Family and friends welcome.
If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio: social@sbw.org.au
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm
unless otherwise stated. The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Why not join other club members for dinner at “The Pizzeria Rio”, a cheap pizza place that is next door
to the Kirribilli Neighbourhood centre in Fitzroy Street. Club members assemble there from 6.00pm on.
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Walks and Activities Reports
Rachel Grindlay
Leaders: After the activity, please fill in the google form on the SBW website here. Email your photos to
editor@sbw.org.au
Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an
article, email the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au.

22 Oct 2017 90th Birthday - Wollstonecraft to Tunks Hill

Garigal NP

Genevieve Savill

Five of us set off from Wollstonecraft Station at 7:30am with the aim of making it to the SBW Birthday Celebrations before all the food and drink was consumed. To get to the BBQ we used a combination of bush tracks and some road
walking, much of the walking being along the Great North Walk from Hunters
Hill to De Burghs Bridge. All of us arrived at the BBQ in time to eat and enjoy
the festivities, A great day out,

Helen Macdonald
Andrew Price
Margaret Rozea
John Robb

28 Oct 2017 Sassafras Creek - Faulconbridge to Glenbrook Blue Mountains NP

Tony Crichton

A nice start to the walk in a coffee shop followed by a short train trip to Faulconbridge and some lovely walking through temperate rainforest. Heat took its toll
up Martins and Kings Link Track with leader and a prospective benefitting from
some electrolytes. Cooled off thankfully after that as we cruised into Glenbrook.
Beer at the Lapstone Hotel was most welcome after a hot day. Excellent walk
with good walkers. Well done Louise who is new to Sydney and SBW.

Susan Healey
David Bell
Peter Young
Nicola Le Couteur
P Members
Monique Olgers
Rafael Chemke
Louise Farrell

28 - 29 Oct 2017

Ettrema the easy way

Morton NP

Lovely spring walk with great camp site

Stephen Dolphin
Jodie Dixon
Melinda Turner
Margaret St Hill
Clare Miller
Karl Miller

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
7
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28 Oct - 19 Nov 2017

Annapurna Sanctuary

Nepal

After a short bus trip from Pokhara the walk started at Phedi. The next couple
of days were cloudy and this prevented full appreciation of the start of the approach to Annapurna Base Camp (ABC). Thereafter the weather was clear, at
least in the mornings.
As we made our way up the valley of the Modi Khola towards ABC the peaks
of Annapurna South (7219m) and Hiun Chuli (6434m) towered above, soon
to be overtaken by the spectacular sight of the "fishtail mountain", the sacred
Machhapuchhre (6997m). Towards Machhapuchhre Base Camp the valley was
dominated by the huge amphitheatre of the East and West Annapurna Glacier,
topped by Ganggapurna (7454m) and Annapurna III (7555m). We rounded
the corner of the Annapurna Sanctuary and then proceeded to ABC, located
on the edge of the huge South Annapurna Glacier. We stayed the night here
surrounded by Annapurna I (8091m, world's tenth highest mountain), Glacier
Dome (7069m), Annapurna South, Fang (7647m) and many others.

Kenn Clacher
Neil Hickson
Lucy Keatinge
Virginia Riley
Sally Reynolds
Michele Powell
Owen Kimberley
Kath Mullane
Marella Hogan
Alan Osland
Patricia Huang
Wayne Gardner
Robert Betos

From there we had to retrace our steps to Chhomrong before heading to Khopra Ridge via Tadapani and Bayali. Khopra Ridge provides unsurpassed views
of Dhaulagiri (8167m, world's seventh highest mountain). On an optional day
walk from our Khopra Ridge accommodation to Barahi Lake (4600m) Alan discovered that climbing an extra 140m provided the best views of the whole
trek - the whole southwest face of Annapurna I opposite Dhaulagiri across the
world's deepest valley.
From here we headed for Poon Hill for yet more spectacular views of Dhaulagiri, Annapurna I, Annapurna South, Hiun Chuli, Machhapuchhre and others all
taken in from the one point at sunset and sunrise. From there it was all downhill
to Nayapul and our bus back to Pokhara after 16 days of unrivalled trekking.
This trek took in three destinations (ABC, Khopra Ridge and Poon Hil) that are
promoted as separate targets in their own right and there are few if any treks
where one can get so close to so many massive mountains for so little effort
and at relatively modest altitudes.
Photos are of ABC and Annapurna I and Dhaulagiri.

2 Nov 2017

Narrabeen Lake Circuit

UBD

Great evening and great group. We thrashed the 8.5 km in less than 1.5 hrs we should have done it twice!

Tracy Edwards
Nick Rutledge
Susan Healey
Philip Worledge
Belinda Smith
Jenny Stephens
Tony Crichton
P Members
Tim Cole
Fiona Cole
Susan Stanton
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4 Nov 2017

Mt Lockyer

Yengo NP

Standing in for Roy Jamieson and armed with his sketch map and notes, finding the cave was straightforward, and what incredible artworks (the logbook
showed fairly frequent visitors). Then for more recent history along the Old
Great North Road, via Circuit Flat Bridge built ca 1831 by convict labour. Up to
Mt Lockyer for extensive views, we decided we could just about make out Mt
Yengo in the low cloud. We found a beaut overhang along the southwestern
base of the wall which made for a great lunch spot. Great day out with a sociable group of walkers.

Nicola Le Couteur
Richard Darke
Brian Tomney
P Members
Christine Yates
Susan Stanton
Natasha Hughes
Visitors (Bush Club)
Bernard Hunt
Barry Wise
Maree Wise
Roslyn Croft
Ruth Henderson

4 Nov 2017

Tiger Snake Canyon

Wollemi NP

On the drive up the Bells Line of Road the rain kept coming down; sometimes
pretty heavy, sometimes just a drizzle. It didn't look good. Meeting up at Clarence there was only one drop out - all the rest were keen to give it a go.
A hapless motorist that had attempted to launch her car up an embankment
next to the Glowworm tunnel road delayed us for 40" or so (the motorist was
uninjured, the car was very sad), by the time we started walking (about 10!)
the skies had cleared and stayed that way nearly all day - just needing a raincoat for a couple of 5" drizzle spats. Yet again - a great day despite a pretty
dodgy forecast.

Rod Wales
Helen Zimmerman
Kavita Joshi
Neil Soutar
Jenny Lian
P Members
Lee-Anne Nel
Ewelina
Przbyszewski

There were four in the group with little or no canyon experience. There were a
few rounds of "how do I thread the rope through here?", but apart from that
they all handled it like seasoned pros.
The Tiger Snake apparently had the day off, so not even any shrieks about
snakes.
We finished Tiger Snake and were back on the ridge at 3:30. The proposal to
do Crooked Crevice was discussed and adopted. I'm so glad. The chatter and
hysterics as they squeezed and maneuvered through the second abseil and
then through the crevice was priceless. Great fun.
The 3 lucky ones in the group made it back to Barcoo camp by 7pm, others had
a much longer drive.
A great day with a great group. They'll brighten any canyon trip.

9
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4 Nov 2017

Otford to Bundeena Day walk

Royal NP

Tony Crichton

Cold very windy conditions so we flew to Bundeena and almost caught the 3pm
ferry but slowed down in case we just missed it! We went over the tops of some
hills as the wave height and higher tide was not in our favour. A good trick in
very windy conditions is to have lunch at Curracorang instead of Eagle Rock.
Just a great group that walked like rocket ships which is good in the cold!

Alex Alperovich
Rachel Nolan

5 Nov 2017

Rod Wales

Contradiction Canyon exit exploratory

Wollemi NP

It rained a lot overnight and the morning brought frequent misty rain and
drizzle spats. The thought of walking off track and on foot pads with lots of
overhanging, saturated bush just wasn't getting the enthusiasm level up. The
rain let up for a while before our planned departure and we decided to give it
a go. After a hundred meters or so through the bush the outcome was as predicted - saturated from the waist down and it stayed that way for a few hours.

P Members
Paula Kelly
Gina Binetti
Ron Daubaras
Hikaru Kuroki
Eduardo Nickel da
Silva
Jason Hopcroft
Isabella Clark

Neil Soutar
Daryll Sullings

The foot pad out to Galah Canyon was much more well defined than I remember - there's obviously been more people doing the canyon.
The 4.1 km 'on track' to where you veer sharply to the east to drop into Galah
took an hour - and had been very pleasant: some waratahs brightening up the
grey day, just starting to get beyond their prime and lots of birds out chirping in
the damp overcast conditions - oh to have a smidgen of Ted Nixon's knowledge;
they were very shy, some of them might have been King Parrots.
The next 2.3 km out to the top of the spur at GR506197 took an hour and a
half, no major navigational challenges, but lots of patches of thick bush. We
found a pagoda with a fantastic view to the east, out over the spur and down
to the outfall of Contradiction Canyon into Rocky Creek. An absolutely fantastic,
rugged view (unfortunately the photograph doesn't capture the grandeur).
The route in front of us looked much tougher than what we had covered and
the skies were looking pretty sinister. The optimistic projection was that if we
continued to our objective the earliest we would be back at the cars would be
6pm and it looked likely that we'd face a few challenges.
The decision was made: a leisurely lunch to soak up the view and then go back
and check out the waratahs and King Parrots. Good call.
A very pleasant way to spend a damp Sunday, our efforts amply rewarded by a
fantastic view that very few would get the privilege of seeing.

5 Nov 2017

Blackheath

Blue Mountains NP

Another Blackheath day with mist and rain. The native and exotic flowers were
in bloom. Waratahs were along the Cliff Top Track and the streets of Blackheath
were ablaze with colourful flowers. An enjoyable day.
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Angela Barton
Michael Barton
Michelle Rose
Petros Nikoloudis
Ghada El Ghoul
Sarah Homewood
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
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5 Nov 2017

Introductory Abseiling Workshop

Wahroonga

Driving up through the rain in the morning, I was contemplating whether I
should have cancelled the day. However, after an hour or so, during which we
did some undercover practice, the rain cleared up, and we were able to move
out to the cliffs. The undercover work had gotten everyone up to speed, and we
were quickly able to move on to the bigger drops.
Thanks to Terry, Jon and Rachel for all of their work setting up, belaying and
coaching everyone throughout the day.

Tom Brennan
Kavita Joshi
Sara Ladd
Shona Lindsay
Mark Wigley
David Chan
Isabel Yersin
Sophie Petersen
Terry Moss
Rachel Grindlay
Jon Bell
P Members
Wilhelmina von
Buellen
Paul Hammond
Eduardo da Silva

7 Nov 2017

Berowra Loop

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

A nice sunny day squeezed in amongst the wild and wet weather we have had
over the past few days. Plenty of Lace Monitors and a solitary tick made up the
wildlife seen.
A quick paced walk saw us back at Berowra RSL in plenty of time to rehydrate
and watch the Melbourne Cup.

Robert Carter
Anna Wells
Petros Nikoloudis
Steve Watson
Nick Rutledge
Jim Close
Gordon Jagger
P Member
Jan Davies

9 Nov 2017

Lane Cove Valley

Lane Cove NP

After following the fire trail from the end of Canoon Road to the junction with
the Great North Walk (GNW), we followed the GNW for a bit before taking a
non-distinct but hilly track to a viewing point overlooking the valley with city
views, We then proceeded to follow bush tracks to Pennant Hills Park where
Alex Mitchie took over the leadership. Alex led us from Pennant Hills Park back
to the junction of the GNW via Cheltham and Whale Rock with a high expectation of spotting some Powerful Owls - unfortunately, sightings on the night were
not to be despite Alex having spotted them earlier in the day. After locating and
following the STEPS track, the walk finished back at Canoon Road. Thanks Alex
for your assistance in navigating the tracks in this area - we'll find the owls next
time :)

Genevieve
Savill
and Alex Michie
Susan Healey
Belinda Smith
Damien Smith
P Member
Alex Michie

Help needed
Remember to please give leaders plenty of notice if you need to pull out of a walk, so that other members can have the opportunity to take your place.
We continually need to expand our pool of leaders, so if you haven’t put on a walk before, think about
what you might put on the Spring Program. Maybe you have a favourite walk near Sydney that you are
familiar with? Just one walk is all we are looking for.
11
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11 Nov 2017

Manly to Watsons Bay

Sydney Harbour Foreshore

A nice sunny day with crystal clear skies for this long (46km) but spectacular
walk around Sydney Harbour.
We were a little late arriving at Manly due to mechanical problems with the
ferry from Circular Quay however we got underway around 7.45 am and certainly made up for it with a cracking pace of 5.0km/hr maintained throughout.
We took advantage of a (high) low tide and walked the rock platforms from
Spit to Balmoral just for a little excitement and to cool off our feet which was
unintentional.
There were minimal stops throughout due to the distance however we did take
some time to stop and say hello to Little Blue Walker who was out on the tracks
around Taronga Zoo. Despite tired legs and sore feet we decided on the long
way around the Opera House to see the seal before heading out through the
eastern suburbs to finally arrive at Watsons Bay at 6.05 pm where celebratory
refreshments were had at the Watsons Bay Hotel!

Robert Carter
Kavita Joshi
Susan Healey
Brian Tomney
Ismael Avalos
Jim Collier
Carley Finn
Nick Rutledge
P Member
Louise Farrell

A great day out and great achievement for the walking group with plenty of
tired and sore bodies at the end. A special commendation for Louise Farrell on
completing her second walk with SBW!
11 Nov 2017

Cowan Station to Taffys Rock with a twist

Cowan

A beautiful day for a walk to Taffys Rock then a short but challenging off track
section to a secluded beach on Cowan Creek. Lunch on the beach and a refreshing swim made it all worthwhile.

Sue Tiller
Margaret Rozea
Wilhelmina von
Buellen
Misako Sugiyama
P Member
Dale Baker
Rohan Stocker

11 Nov 2017

Radiata Plateau - ledges and chains

Blue Mountains NP

Great day along the ledges overlooking the glorious Megalong Valley. Everyone
looked very photogenic going up the chains on Esgate Pass!

Mark Wigley
Patrick Lorrimer
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
P Members
Jana Sisnowski
Joan Ho
Lee Nel
Warwick Chate

11 Nov 2017

Mt Solitary Day Walk

Blue Mountains NP

An inexperienced group but walked well all day. The group chose not to proceed
to East Col (which is an optional extra bit). But they did do Ruined Castle in the
afternoon as well. A good testing walk for new comers but Golden Stairs took
its toll in the afternoon, except for Tom who is a champion at climbing office
buildings in a single bound - he is seriously fast!
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Tony Crichton
P Members
Danielle Kirk
Li Fan
Gareth Fitzwater
Tom McDonald
John Lawley
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11 Nov 2017

Old Man Canyon

Blue Mountains NP

Old man canyon is a beautiful but short canyon section, with a long walk. The
party of 6 got back to Cathedral Reserve after 10 hours.
The entry point wasn’t too scrubby by using a different route. We avoided wet
feet as we crossed Wollangambe river and stayed dry until we reached the
creek. As a precaution, we turned a tape into a harness on the 2nd rope assisted descent; but we learnt hand-over-hand was sufficient, as written on the
guide.

Rod Wales
Catherine Omal
Margaret St.Hill
Simon Karantonis
Srinivas Gowda
Visitor
Garth McLachlan

The exit point had no hiccups and we got back before sunset and set up to
camp for the night.

11 - 12 Nov 2017

Colo Meroo - Tootie Creek

Wollemi NP

Rachel Grindlay
Tom Brennan
Alexa Bullen
Helen Zimmerman

See article above.

P Members
Clive Howard
Emilie Wilkie
Left early:
Inga Novak
Darryl Sullivan

12 Nov 2017

13

Waterfall to Otford

Royal NP

Kavita Joshi

The original walk had to be changed as due to fire alerts the route wasn’t safe
and parts of it were closed. Two members dropped out due to change in route
to ‘Loftus to Bundeena’.

Tim Yewdall
Barbara Gray
Nigel Wingate

Loftus to Bundeena route is quiet diverse with various views and terrain. Small
party of 5 and it was a beautiful day with some hidden views for lunch and
snacks. We stopped near waterfall for lunch and soaked our feet in the nice
warm water and had morning tea next to a lake. It turned out to be a great
day with awesome company of these people and leader would love to walk with
them again in future.

P Member
Paul Hammond
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12 Nov 2017

4 Norse Heads

Blue Mountains NP

Caro Ryan

A perfect weather day had us setting off from the cars on Vic Falls Rd at 9am
and heading along the firetrail as it slowly became single track and finally footpad towards Asgard Head. Scrambling up on to Asgard Head, with it's dramatic
views down over Mt Victoria Falls and the mighty Grose Valley, was a good
sign for the day to come. It was first morning tea and the first outings for Prospective Members Blackie, Bambi and Sparkie... Drones used with permission
from National Parks. Onwards, meant backtrack #1 and then dropping down to
McKenzie Mine and Brick Kiln for some touches of the old mining history in the
region. It looks like many before us have hoped for a shortcut north across to
Thor Head, alas, the track peters out shortly after the kiln and as the trip was
listed as M212, with no E... I felt it best to return for backtrack #2 to the main
drag for 150m, before taking the single track to Thor Head and epic viewstop,
2nd morning tea and another air-traffic-control for our aerial prospectives. Such
great views and lazy feel to the day, led to lunch (1st lunch) being taken here
as well, before dragging ourselves away for backtrack #3 to the main drag once
again, before heading NW through Asgard Swamp. Getting carried away with
following the single track (after off-track), it was too easy to find ourselves at
'Fail-halla' Head... not quite Valhalla Head and on the NW corner of this protrusion of the escarpment. Either way, we enjoyed this spot, some sleeping, some
flying, and afternoon tea #1. With Ikara Head (not a Norse word, but aboriginal), teasingly close, I decided to skirt around the western side of the clifftop
until we found a descent creek to drop us into the deep gully between Ikara
and Failhalla... thereby avoiding backtrack #4. Instead we wandered down a
delightful swamp gully NW until rounding to the W yet again to cross the main
gully creek. We passed a couple of Katoomba locals on a day walk, crossed the
creek (filling up water), before ascending a rough track (climbers access) up
a heavily ferned gully at 477845, which led us up to the top of the ridge and
bursting out onto the single track on the top. All that was left, was to head N
out to Ikara Head for afternoon tea #2 and snoozing, view taking and trying
to drag ourselves away... for backtrack #4 on the single track, past where we
ascended earlier and then the 3+km S back to the Vic Falls Rd. A great day out,
that kept "just" to being M212... although there was discussion about that at
the IvanHOE beer garden afterwards!

Margot Bull
Mandy Creighton
Lisa Sheldon
Antoine Yersin
Isabel Yersin
Yoon Lee
Jon Bell

12 Nov 2017

Rod Wales

Serendipity Canyon

Wollemi NP

Serendipity means ‘pleasant surprise’ and even for seasoned canyoners, this
delightful and popular canyon did not disappoint. The beauty of the ferns, creek
walk and enjoyable abseils together with the wonderful company made for an
excellent trip. Wet suits are recommended, as the first timer, Alex discovered.
The water was cold, so there is no prize for guessing who went shopping next
week. The group completed the 6 abseils, we all piked on the jump. A few of
the abseil starts were tricky for beginners, but they were all negotiated well,
thanks to Rod’s guidance and his very capable assistant Srinivas. The abseils
also provided magic opportunities for photos, thanks to Stanley for acting as
a professional photographer on the day. Great lunch spot on a huge slab a the
end of the canyon before a steep walk back up to the camp area concluded the
day. (report and photos by Margaret St Hill)
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P Members
Rafael Chemre
Monique Olgers
"Blackie"
"Bambi"
"Sparkie"

Alex Alperovich
Charles Dun
Srinivas Gowda
Simon Karantonis
Catherine Omal
Margaret St Hill
Stanley Wong
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12 Nov 2017

Grose Valley Double Yoyo

Blue Mountains NP

Peter Cai

After posting short notice activity, I received fourteen responses including ten
prospective and two full members from SBW, and two visitors. Six walkers including one full, four prospective members and one visitor dropped out prior
to walk days due to personal reasons. Nine of us made a good size of party
and gathered in Leura public school at 8:00 AM, and then we drove two cars to
Lockley Pylon trackhead at Mount Hay Road. We started walk at 8:40 AM along
Lockley Pylon Track, had the first morning tea at Da Faur Head at 10:20 AM
(10 minutes), walked down and crossed Grose River and reached Blue Gum at
11:00 AM. After 10 minutes break and we then climbed to Perrys Lookdown and
reached at campground at 12:20 PM. We had 30 minutes lunch break at campground. While returning, we swam in Grose River for 30 minutes. We reached
Du Faur Head at about 15:30 PM and had 15 minutes short break. It took us
other 1 hour 30 minutes to the car park of trackhead at Mount Hay Road. We
walked about 20 KM with 1457 meters ascent and 1455 meters descent. All
prospective members completed walk very well and enjoyed very much. After
walk all of us headed to Grand View Hotel at Wentworth Falls for cold drinking
and some of us had dinner too. After then five of us went to Lincoln Rock for
sunset. It is big day for all of us. Many thanks all of you for your accompany.

Stefan Bath

13 Nov 2017Land of the Stone Dragon and Genowlan Canyon
		
Mugii Murum-ban

Yuri Bolotin

ok

P Members
Karen Wang
William Suryadi
Natasha Young
Jenny Clough
Tim Cole
Fiona Cole
Visitor
Renata Ferreira

Ian Starkey
Daryl Watson
P Member
Paula Kelly

13 - 17 Nov 2017

Mid week at Dunns Swamp

Ben Bullen SF

We had fine days and nights except for the last night when light rain occurred.
Each there walks and paddling including walking and climbing the pagoda rock
formations, a walk to the weit and the colourful long cave and finally to the
other side of the river and the gauging station.
There was swimming and kayaking each afternoon with long happy hours and
campfires at night.

Bill Holland
Fran Holland
George Mawer
Patrick James
Hubert Habicht
Carole Lubbers
Jo van Sommers
Jim Percy
Barrie Murdoch
Rick Angel
Visitors
Helen and John
Kershaw
Karen Jensen
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14 Nov 2017

Wahroonga to Berowra

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Yet another nice day for a mid-week walk along this shady route. Following our
initial walk through the backstreets of Wahroonga we entered the bush emerging at Bobbin Head and Apple Tree Bay before completing at Berowra Station
where a few of us headed for a well-deserved ale!

Robert Carter

A highlight was seeing four wallabies along various points of the track – hopefully the native wildlife is on the increase throughout the national park.

Steve Watson
Anna Wells
Gordon Jagger
Bruce Worthington
Margaret Rozea
Jim Close

16 Nov 2017

Genevieve Savill

Willoughby Wanderings

Willoughby

Although the leader was unacceptably late, we still managed to set off not long
after 7pm. We decided to mix things up tonight with the inclusion of a few new
tracks, albeit not to different from the usual circuit. Although this walk is a combination of bush tracks and road walking it is still quite a peaceful circuit given
how close we are to the Sydney CBD. A few of us stopped to admire a tawny
frog mouth owl on-route.

Tracy Edwards
Phillip Worledge
Jenny Stephens
Belinda Smith
P Members
Henrik Kristensen
Jennifer MilesKristensen
Mark Thieben

18 Nov 2017

Breakfast Creek Canyon

Wollemi NP

Driving up to the mountains on a showery Sat morning our optimistic leader
told us in the past how it is often clear by the time we all meet and are ready to
depart the cars. It wasn’t this time … but given the forecast was for only a few
showers and maybe a little rain between 12 and 6 pm, it was deemed soggy
but safe and the hardy bunch set off.
After a little more than an hour on tracks then through the scrub, the first
scramble and abseil for some was accomplished, taking us into the canyon
proper. We had transitioned from scrub and forest to that other canyon world of
sandstone overhangs, ferns, moss and a babbling stream.
Due our number the group was split to allow Rod and Neil to more efficiently
guide us along the creek without the need to wait extended periods at each
drop. This saved us from the shivers - thanks guys! We moved through this
beautiful canyon down 3 more abseils, after which we arrived at a well deserved lunch spot under a small over hang.

Rod Wales
Helen Zimmerman
Neil Soutar
Jo Daly
Srinivas Gowda
John Fuller
Damon de Costa
Paul O’Callaghan
Kavita Joshi
Patrick Lorrimer
P Member
Rob Thomas

The group then walked and waded up the wonderful Rocky Creek to the exit
route. A quick change out of the wetsuits, cleaning sand out of socks and shoes,
then up a fairly slippery gully under giant tree ferns to our final challenge - a
simple but fairly exposed rock face. Working as a team we all managed to scale
this final part and it was then only a trudge back to the cars in the rain.
Although it was wet for a lot of the day the enthusiasm of the group was not
dampened and we need to thank Rod for organising the trip and leading us on
the day, ably assisted by Neil and Srini.
Written by John Fuller on behalf of Rod Wales.
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18 Nov 2017

Birrabang Brook

Blue Mountains NP

John Kennett

Dire weather reports put no one off except Angela Barton who, living in the
area, came to the start and politely withdrew in person on the grounds that it
had rained all night. Angela's warnings proved accurate when the rain set in
again around 12.30 and we cut short the trip. But not before we had a magical
run through the pretty Brook. Dozens of yabbies. Henry demonstrated previous
experience with catching Qld yabbies. picking up a few monsters for our viewing, before carefully putting them back. We also did a very exciting little 100
metre section of Better Offer canyon, requiring a tape, before our head explorer
Petros located an ideal overhang for lunch. Then it began to tumble down. We
high tailed for the cars, omitting Dalpura Head and other adventures. We will
have to do another trip to the area on a dry day.

Alexa Bullen
Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Wilhelmina von
Bullen
David Angell
Suzanne Gapps

18 - 19 Nov 2017 Kanuka Brook - Fairy Campsite

Kelvin Russell

Blue Mountains NP

We headed off into some overcast weather and an ominous forecast but got
only briefly rained upon and essentially had a dry, if muggy, day. We elected to
walk up Shark’s head ridge to the Lost World lookout, and sat in the cave while
one of the showers passed over. The descent into the beautiful campsite was
straightforward and the wood was sufficiently dry to have a fire.
Sunday was overcast but cleared. We did the bushbashing at the beginning of
the day and then had a straightforward walk out via Bunyan’s lookout.

P Members
Joan Ho
Baskaran Subramani
Henry Lacina

P Members
Isabella Clark
Kevin Reeves
Yoon Jung Kang

Congratulations to Kevin Reeves, Yoon Jung Kang and Isabella Clark for successfully completing their overnight Q walk.
19 Nov 2017

Berowra to Wahroonga

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Lovely sunny day for a stroll along the waters edge of the Hawkesbury on the
way to Bobbin Head. Well attended by prospectives which was great to see. A
big thank you to my fellow leaders for their assistance with the large group.
Also an acknowledgement to everyone in the group for their patience after one
mishap and to the four guys who willingly assisted our injured party member.

Susan Healey
Melanie Freer
Brenda McLennan
Kate Griffiths
Tony Crichton
Jenny Stephens
Kim Bailey
Ismael Avalos
John Robb
P Members
John White
Justyna Terlecka
Shannon Terry
Gareth Fitzwater
Li Fan
Eduardo Nickel da
Silva
Louise Farrell

21 Nov 2017

Epping to Hornsby

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP, Lane Cove NP

Another near perfect day for this mid-week walk with warm and muggy conditions signalling the start of the warmer walking months!
A rather steady pace maintained throughout with lovely bush smells and flowing creeks following recent rains. Pre-Christmas celebratory drinks were had at
the Railway Hotel before heading our separate ways homeward. A great group
and well supported walk for this last Tuesday walk for 2017.

Robert Carter
Steve Watson
Yeok Ken Sung
Brian McGrath
Gordon Jagger
Bruce Worthington
Nicola Le Couteur
Visitor
Rhiannon Watson
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24 Nov 2017

Mothers Arms and more

Mugii Murum-ban

ok

Yuri Bolotin
P Member
Paula Kelly

25 Nov 2017

Mt Murray Anderson

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Beautiful day. Great views over Smiths Creek and Cowan Waters. Long rock
platforms, a trig, engravings and wedgetail eagles. Some people recovering
from injuries said this trip was just right for them.

Lin Kennett
Misako Sugiyama
Geoff Goodyer
Jose Correa
Verica Sekulic
Angela Beveridge
Genevieve Savill
Lisa Ochs
David Trinder
Mindy Gu
Sarah Homewood
Cathy Hoare
John Kennett
P Members
Andrew Van Der
Saag
Peter Young
Kelly Jirsa
Visitor
Nick Goodyer

25 Nov 2017

Wild Dogs

Blue Mountains NP

It was a hot day. We had morning tea, in the shade at the cliff line with fantastic
views over the National Park. No problems with the exposed ledge leading to
the Pass. Everyone enjoyed Tarros Ladders and Penny and Ashwin went up and
back again, just for fun!!!

Angela Barton
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
Margaret Rozea
Helen Zimmerman
Richard Gilzean
Kavita Joshi
Michelle Rose
Petros Nikoloudis
P Members
Ashwin Ramesh
Tom McDonald
Anthony Powell
Visitor

The Sustainability Corner
The NSW container deposit scheme started on 1 December. Check out http://www.returnandearn.org.
au/ for eligible containers and to find your nearest collection point.
Meanwhile what about bringing your own reusable plate, cutlery and drink container (glass, cup or
other) to the club’s social nights. These are items we bring on walks in remote bush locations so it
should not be too much of an inconvenience to bring them to Kirribilli.
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25 Nov 2017

Megalong Legstretcher

Blue Mountains NP

Four of us set out on a day predicted to be coolish and clear, however turned
out quite warm. We were a small, fit group so managed to stay above the aimed
for 5km/h moving average, although we also had plenty of restful short breaks
and two lunches! Beautiful scenery as always in the Megalong Valley and was
great to see it looking much greener after the spring rains. Stunning views
from Mount Debert and Clear Hill, before the long slog homewards along Narrow Neck. Ended up doing a GPS measured 39.6km, by 5.30pm arrived back
to Katoomba Oval, and rounded off the day with a wonderful meal and drinks
at the Family Inn. Thanks to Jenny, Keith and John for your terrific company!
Would have no doubt had many more happy participants, if my advertised walk
on the Integrated Programme had not morphed into a well-documented two
day overnight packwalk to Jenolan Caves!

Keith Lamb
John Currie

25 - 26 Nov 2017

Jon Bell

Donkey Mountain

Gardens of Stone NP

A sunny weekend for us to take in the canyons, pagodas, slots and views of
Donkey Mountain with barely a sign of the forecast storms.
With 5-6 litres of water each (some characters carrying 2-3L of wine on top of
that!) it was a warm walk up the hill but wasn't long before overnight gear was
dropped.
Everyone was up for giving some tricky slot-work and harder scrambles a go
which added to the weekend. Special mentions going to Jo for putting on the
most creative slot-work in the end of Titanic Canyon and to the happy hour efforts of everyone, but especially Damon, Tom and Rachel. Great group, special
place.
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Andrew Vilder

P Member
Jenny Clough

Jo Daly
Yoon Lee
Damon De Costa
Margot Bull
Frances Bottrell
Rachel Grindlay
Tom Brennan
P Member
Emma Simpson
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26 Nov 2017

Berowra to Mt K to Berowra Loop

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Large group and great mix of new walkers and experience. Whilst learning
about the science and suggestions from Bushwalking NSW regarding minimal
impact bushwalking, we enjoyed each of the lookouts, creek walking and paddling in the rock pools due to the unusually hot morning. The cool breeze in
the afternoon was pleasant relief. Lucky selection of wildlife was spotted with a
friendly (ie side of the track, not on the track!) snake, several black cockatoos
and a thirsty lace monitor (ignoring us while drinking from the nearby pool).

Lisa Sheldon
Leigh McClintock
Joan Ho
John Robb
P Members
Abi Sivasubramanian
Baski
Sivasubramanian
Peter Marosz
Amelia Scott
Tom Langsford
Visitor
Bernadette Loreza
Luigi Loreza
Kevin Lew
Eunice Khoo

26 Nov 2017

Cowan to Hornsby

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP, Berowra Valley RP

A long day walk made all that more challenging by the warm weather and high
humidity.
To sum it up pretty quickly – we started with nine then went to eight then five
then four who successfully completed the walk. The Leader walked one walker
out at Turner Road and then caught the group above Berowra Waters only to
walk out two other walkers before Galston Gorge via a local track however did
not rejoin the group. A fourth walker exited at Galston Gorge.
Apart from that it wasn’t that bad a walk!

Robert Carter
Kylie Carter
Susan Healey
Brian Tomney
Tony Critchon
James Blair
Nicola Le Couteur
P Members
Yoon-Jung Kang
Eduardo da Silva

Walk updates
Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly program
such as changes in walk dates.
Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates.

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalkerarchives/
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